Content adaptive update for lifting-based
motion-compensated temporal filtering
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Content adaptive update steps based on the property of the human
vision system are presented for lifting-based motion-compensated
temporal filtering (MCTF). Simulations confirm that the proposed
method improves both the rate-distortion performance for MCFT
and the visual quality significantly.

Introduction: Lifting-based motion-compensated temporal filtering
(MCTF) is used widely as the preferred temporal transformation
technique in state-of-the-art three-dimensional subband video coding.
It involves two basic stages: the prediction stage that takes the original
input frames to generate the highpass frames and the update stage that
uses the available highpass frames and even frames to generate the
lowpass frames. Each highpass frame is essentially the residual from
motion-compensated prediction of the relevant odd indexed original
video frames. Its energy depends only upon the success of the motion
models. When the motion model fails, object features may not be
aligned, resulting in multiple edges and increased energy in the highpass
subband frames, which not only reduce the compression performance,
but also add ghosting to lowpass temporal frames, significantly reducing
their visual quality. Turaga [1] proposed omitting the update steps based
on quality of motion estimation and the nature of the motion in the
sequence. Mehrseresht [2] showed that ignoring the update not only
incurs the loss of compression performance, but also increases the
fluctuation in PSNR values. Therefore, we should mitigate adaptively
the ghosting artefacts of lowpass temporal frames, while preserving the
update steps in general.
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where H[i] is the highpass frame generated by the predict step, P is the
motion-compensated prediction of relevant frames, MV2iþ1!2i means
motion vectors from frame 2i þ 1 to frame 2i, so does MV2iþ1!2i, and
MC( ) means motion compensation process. L[i] is the lowpass frame,
and U is a residual to be added to even frames. Since the predict step
strives to minimise the bit-rate required to encode highpass frame along
with motion vectors used for prediction, L[i] can be treated as
a contaminated frame if we regard U as ‘noise’ added to the ‘original’
even indexed frame s2i. Based on this analysis, the proposed update step
is generalised as follows:
L½i ¼ s½2i þ f ðU ðs½2iÞÞ

ð3Þ

where f ( ) is the proposed adaptation function. The function introduced
here takes advantage of the results and developments of the human visual
model (HVS) in computer vision. Among numerous computing models
of the HVS, the just noticeable difference (JND) is used widely in
perceptual coding. It is referred to as visibility thresholds that are defined
as functions of the amplitude of luminance edge in which perturbation is
increased until it becomes just discernible [4]. The JND thresholds are
image dependent, and as long as the update information remains below
these thresholds, we achieve ‘update residual’ transparency. Therefore, the
JND matches very well with the subject of update steps addressed before.
In this Letter, we define the following JND models:
JNDs ðm; nÞ ¼ 1 
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1 þ ys2s ðm; nÞ
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where s2s (m, n) denotes the local variance of the image s in a window
(W ) centred on the pixel with co-ordinates (m, n). y is a tuning
parameter that can be computed as follows:
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Fig. 1 Performance of content adaptive update operator for ‘foreman’
sequence
——j—— classical update steps
– – –m– – – content adaptive update steps
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s2smax is the maximum local variance for a given image, and D 2 [50,100]
is an experimentally-determined parameter. The second item of (4) is
the same as the noise visibility function in image watermarking
supposing that the image is a non-stationary Gaussian process [5]. It
can be seen that JND reflects the texture masking property of HVS; the
noise is more visible in flat or textureless areas and less visible in
regions with edges and textures.
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Fig. 2 Performance of content adaptive update operator for ‘football’
sequence
——j—— classical update steps
– – –m– – – content adaptive update steps

Content adaptive update steps: Assume that a video sequence,
s0, s1, . . . , s2n1 is to be processed with (5, 3) lifting-based
MCTF. The classical predict and update steps can be formulated as
follows [3]:
H½i ¼ s½2i þ 1  Pðs½2i þ 1Þ
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Fig. 3 Demonstration of visual quality improvement of content adaptive
update operator for ‘foreman’ sequence, frame 38
a CIF video at 256 kbit=s, 30 fps classical update steps
b CIF video at 256 kbit=s, 30 fps content adaptive update steps

Based on the above analysis, the content adaptive update function is
defined as:
8
jU ðs½2iÞj < JNDs½2i S
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Uðs½2iÞ  JND S
f ðU ðs½2iÞÞ ¼ JNDs½2i S
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S denotes the strength factor. The encoder and the decoder use the
same JND metric and have no overhead. Although they operate on
different images, our experiments show that the resulting JND masks
are very similar on both sides. Therefore, they have negligible
mismatch.
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Results of simulation: Extensive experiments have been performed
on several standard test sequences to show the performance of the
proposed method. The four-level temporal transform was adopted and
a five-layered bit stream with different rate and scalability was tested
with the following parameters: S ¼ 12.5, D ¼ 100 and W ¼ 3  3.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the performance of content adaptive update
operator for ‘foreman’ and ‘football’ sequences. They are also
compared with results of classical update steps. Figs. 1 and 2
demonstrate that the proposed content adaptive update operator can
always catch or exceed the classical update steps, both at the low bit
rate end and at the high bit rate end. Figs. 3 and 4 present a visual
quality comparison of our method and the classical one, using the
same parameters as in Figs. 1 and 2. We assume a bit rate of
256 kbit=s for the ‘foreman’ sequence, which has the same frame
rate as the original sequence, and a bit rate of 512 kbit=s for the
‘football’ sequence which has half the frame rate of the original
sequence. It is obvious that the visual quality of our method is much
better, especially in smooth areas.
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Fig. 4 Demonstration of visual quality improvement of content adaptive
update operator for ‘football’ sequence, frame 9
a CIF video at 512 kbit=s, 15 fps classical update steps
b CIF video at 512 kbit=s, 15 fps content adaptive update steps
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